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FICTION

The Story of a Brief Marriage
by Anuk Arudpragasam
"Most children have two whole legs and two whole arms," begins the story, "but this
little six-yearold that Dinesh was carrying had already lost one leg, the right one from
the lower thigh down, and was about to lose one arm."
Two and a half decades into the Sri Lankan army's massacring of the country's
Tamil minority, nothing in young Dinesh's world is as it should be—evenings
are pierced with wailings, bodies are shredded by shrapnel, families are displaced
from one encampment to the next, shedding possessions and dead kin as they
go. Then, out of the chaos comes an unlikely proposition. When an older man
asks him to marry his daughter, believing that married women are less likely to
be conscripted—and violated—by the army, he's faced with a strange dilemma:
whether, amid the brutality, in a world stripped of ceremony and civility, the
rhythms of human intimacy might continue.
In the vein of Michael Ondaatje, Javier Marias, and J.M. Coetzee, Arudpragasam has delivered a remarkable, fleeting vision of humanity in a savage world
and a tender meditation on what gives life its pulse and purpose. Coming upon
a maimed crow in the jungle, Dinesh concludes: "Whether or not he killed it its
time would come soon, birds didn’t recover from injuries that prevented them
from flight, and it might as well have a little more time to experience and
remember what living was like before it died."
Therein lies the power of this precisely rendered novel: against the backdrop of
atrocity, it reminds us what living—in all its squalor, pain, and ecstasy—is really
like.
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Beatlebone
by Kevin Barry
“He will spend three days alone on his island. That is all that he asks … John is so
many miles from love now and home. This is the story of his strangest trip.”
It is 1978 and John Lennon, fleeing the demands of public life and a third
request to appear on The Muppet Show, heads for the west coast of Ireland in
search of answers to life's most pressing questions. To find his roots. To find
himself. What’s the very worst that could happen?
Beatlebone is a mystery box of a novel. It’s a wild tale of journeys within and
without, through the wild atlantic coast of Ireland. It’s a search for transcendence. It’s a portrait of an artist at a time of creative strife. It’s a sad and beautiful
comedy from one of the most gifted stylists now at work. It’s a fantasia, a tribute, and a trip.
Kevin Barry is the author of the novel City of Bohane and two short story collections, Dark Lies the Island and There Are Little Kingdoms. He has won the
IMPAC Dublin City Literary Award, the Sunday Times EFG Short Story
Award, the European Union Prize for Literature and many other prizes, and is
published in 14 languages.
'The most arresting and original writer to emerge from these islands in years’ - Irvine
Welsh

UK and US publication date: October 2015
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Spill Simmer Falter Wither
by Sara Baume
‘The story is powerful, heartbreaking, told with great control. The writing is superb ..
I had an image of all of language standing to attention, eager to serve this writer’
- Mary Costello
Spill Simmer Falter Wither is a novel about a man and his dog, and so much
more. It is a wholly different kind of love story, a conversation almost entirely
told from one side, that spans the four seasons echoed in the novel’s title. Written with tremendous empathy and insight, Baume’s debut captures the incremental destructive essence of loneliness, and as Joseph O’Connor said in his
Irish Times review, ‘This is a gimmick-free novel of truthful-ness, uncorrupted
by a yearning for praise. At its heart is a touching and inspiriting sense of empathy, that rarest but most human of traits. Boundaries melt, other hearts become
knowable.’
Sara Baume’s short fiction has been published in The Dublin Review, The Moth,
The Penny Dreadful & The Stinging Fly. In 2014 she won the Davy Byrnes
Award for her short story ‘Solesearccher1’. She lives in Cork with her two dogs.
‘Baume is a very talented writer and there are passages in Spill Simmer Falter Wither
of great beauty … [It is an] engaging, intriguing and brightly original first novel.’
- David Collard, TLS

Irish publication date: February 2015
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Addlands
by Tom Bullough
‘addlands (i.e., headlands):
the border of plough land which is ploughed last of all.’
- W. H. Howse, Radnorshire.
Addlands tells of two generations of the Hamer family working The Funon
Farm. From the ancient blue silence in the hills to the encroaching roar of
modernity, Addlands tells of human and animal, flora and fauna, and it speaks of
the land and lets the land speak for itself. There is Idris, stubborn, strong, a man
of the plough and the prayer-sheet, haunted by the war. Then comes Oliver, a
near mythic giant bestriding the landscape, a fighter, a man of the hills as hard as
the prehistoric stone. Then there is Etty, Oliver's mother, the centre of this close
constellation, watching new technologies and old ways converge on the farm
and on the life of her son.
Addlands is instantly a classic of rural British fiction. It is as vast and complex as
a symphony but as pure and moving as a solo voice in an empty church.
Addlands is a map of the efforts and customs that bind a community together,
but also threaten to drive it apart. It shows hidden power lines of superstition,
tradition and belief, strung above a humming cross-stitch of family secrets and
woven into the cables, wires, tracks and roads of an agricultural community. As
much a book about birdsong as it is about closing time brawls, Addlands' beauty
is in the clear truth of its language and the sheer humane depth of its inquiries.
It is a miraculous book which unfurls at the speed of life and bathes its reader in
a rare golden light.
UK and US publication date: Spring 2016
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We That Are Left
by Clare Clark
‘Clare Clark is one of those writers who can see into the past and help us feel its
texture’ - Hilary Mantel
It is 1910 and to ten-year-old Oskar Grunewald, only child of a penniless
German composer, the Melville family is impossibly, incomprehensibly glamorous. Born into privilege, buttressed by inherited wealth, their certainties are as
unshakeable as the walls of their Victorian castle.
Since Lady Melville is his mother’s oldest friend, Oskar is frequently invited to
stay at Ellinghurst. The castle enchants him but he is shy and awkward with the
Melville children who never include him in any of their games. Instead Oskar
seeks refuge in the vast library where for the first time he discovers physics.
Oskar dreams of becoming a great physicist. But when Theo Melville is killed in
the Great War, shattering his family, Oskar finds himself drawn reluctantly into
the gaping hole left by his death.
And as Oskar’s grows to maturity, he finds that his life becomes inextricably
entwined with Theo’s sisters, Phyllis and Jessica, as they struggle to forge their
own paths in a world that is changed beyond recognition.
A brilliant novel about love and loss, We That Are Left explores the devastating
effect of the First World War and the choices a family must make when all the
conditions and convictions upon which they have constructed their lives have
been smashed to smithereens.
UK publication date: April 2015
UK
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Your Father Sends His Love
by Stuart Evers
‘A thrillingly inventive collection of stories about alienation and longing and dread.
Stuart Evers writes with great subtlety about all the way see estrange ourselves from
the people we love and about the rare moments of grace in which we somehow stumble home again.’ - Jenny Offill
‘Evers’s everymen break my heart’ - Eimear McBride
The author of the critically acclaimed, prize-winning collection Ten Stories About
Smoking returns with eleven unforgettable stories of parental love and parental
mistakes. Set in the past, present and future, they are unified by their compassion, animated by the unsaid, and distinguished by how beautifully they extract
the luminous from the ordinary.
Your Father Sends His Love is a book of powerful emotion: of vulnerability, duty,
betrayal, loss, anger, fear and joy. While its characters often feel more than they
can express, they are in the hands of a masterful story teller, who gives time to
what might otherwise be incidental, an who dignifies the things that might
otherwise pass us by.

UK publication date: 21st May 2015
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What Belongs To You
by Garth Greenwell
‘With What Belongs to You American literature is richer by one masterpiece. The
character Mitko is unforgettable, as all myths are. He reigns at the heart of this book,
surrounded by the magic flames of desire.’ - Edmund White
Garth Greenwell’s debut novel is the exquisitely rendered story of a young
American’s illicit romance in Bulgaria and the harrowing upbringing that first
drove him abroad. In a dank bathroom stall in Sofia’s National Palace of Culture,
our narrator first encounters Mitko, a 23-year-old male prostitute with a bad
liver, a criminal bent, and an irresistibly carnal aura.
Two years later, he finds contentment in a new, more conventional relationship,
only for Mitko to reappear, his unshakable presence both a tonic and a plague.
Intoxicating and atmospheric, What Belongs to You is a stirring account of lust
and loneliness abroad.
‘Garth Greenwell is a unique, and uniquely welcome, voice in American letters. The
consciousness on display in this, his debut novel, is so rich and restless that it seems
practically inexhaustible; a consciousness that’s never content with the easiest interpretation of its experiences and that rises to heights of both passion and intellect - of
passion harnessed by intellect. Greenwell’s prose never struggles too hard against
itself, and yet it’s tensile and probing enough to convey every possible nuance of its
intended meaning. The result is a book that is simultaneously daring and welcoming,
rigorous and gentle, one that will fill you without quite satiating you - all of which is
to say that it very much seems to me not only like a great novel but like the first
instalment in a great body of work.’ - Kevin Brockmeier
Publication date: January 2016
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The Evening Chorus
by Helen Humphreys
‘I am very glad to have spent some of my moments on earth reading “The Evening
Chorus.” I reached the end with a sense of wonder that so much life and pain and
beauty could be contained in so few pages.’ - Boston Globe
‘The Evening Chorus serenades people brutally marked by war, yet enduring to live –
and relish – the tiny pleasures of another day. With her trademark prose – exquisitely
limpid – Humphreys convinces us of the birdlike strength of the powerless’ - Emma
Donoghue
‘The Evening Chorus is a poised, lyrical novel about the griefs of war, written with
poetic intensity of observation. It resonates afterwards.’ - Helen Dunmore
‘In The Evening Chorus the interventions of war, and the resulting human tragedies,
play out against a natural world at once remote, alien, and ultimately redemptive.
The novel has a crystalline quality about it – it’s clear and complex and selfcontained. It sparkles.’ - Jo Baker
‘The Evening Chorus is rich with [Humphreys’] particular gift for symphonic
cadences and beautiful imagery that moves a story forward with the momentum of a
big train gathering speed. This riveting novel is a song. Listen.’ - Richard Bausch
‘In characteristically effortless prose, Humphreys relates a familiar tale of love and loss
in war, but reveals a valuable truth: that nature in its timeless wisdom has the
ability to remind humans, in the darkest of days, of their humanity.’ - Quill and
Quire
Publication date: April 2015
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Yes! I Can Manage, Thank You!
by Virginia Ironside
‘Marie Sharp is a genius comic creation’ - Daily Express
A third book in the much-loved series following No! I Don‘t Want to Join a Book
Club and No! I Don’t Need Reading Glasses!
Another year, another January, and Marie has written a new diary, dishing the
dirt on how cool grannies live today. And her drug cravings aren’t the half of it.
There’s the handsome stranger who arrives as her new lodger. Is he all he seems?
And is that a glimmer of attraction that she is feeling towards her ex?
There’s her new project – teaching art at a school, now that Gene is getting older
and her grandchild-minding days seem numbered.
Not to mention the mad dog and the crazy new neighbour who so wants to be
neighbourly.
And then there’s the lump, a frightening symptom of – what exactly? Does she
dare ask a doctor?
Marie is back, courting laughter and disaster in equal measure. In her own
inimitable style she is continuing to get older disgracefully – and loving every
minute of it.

UK publication date: 19 March 2015
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The Heat of Betrayal
by Douglas Kennedy
A heartbreaking story of betrayal and endurance from the internationally bestselling author of The Pursuit of Happiness and The Moment.
Robin knew Paul wasn’t perfect. But he said they were so lucky to have found
each other, and she believed it was true. In the heady strangeness of Morocco, he
is everything she wants him to be – passionate, talented, knowledgeable. She is
convinced that it is here she will finally become pregnant.
But when Paul suddenly disappears, and Robin finds herself the prime suspect in
the police inquiry, everything changes. As her grip on the truth starts to unravel,
Robin lurches from the crumbling art deco of Casablanca to the daunting
Sahara, caught in an increasingly terrifying spiral from which there is no easy
escape.
With his acclaimed ability to write page-turners that also make you think,
Douglas Kennedy takes the reader on a roller-coaster journey into a heart of
darkness that asks the question: what would you do if your life depended on it?
‘Kennedy is a complete genius when it comes to understanding the minds of stylish
but troubled women’ - Daily Mirror
‘Kennedy is an absolute master at love stories with heart-stopping twists’ - The Times
‘Kennedy's skill is to send you racing down the slope of sheer story.’ - Esquire

UK publication date: April 2015
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High Dive
by Jonathan Lee
‘A completely absorbing novel about the lives of people who struggle in small and
massive ways. Lee's writing is poignant, fluid, and very funny. Above all else it feels
honest – you can see yourself in all of his characters. I really did love this book, and
I'm still thinking and worrying about it.’ - Evie Wyld
In September 1984, a man calling himself Roy Walsh checked into The Grand
Hotel in Brighton, England, and planted a bomb in room 629. The device, set
on a long delay timer that pushed the limits of engineering skill at that time, was
primed to explode in twenty-four days, six hours and six minutes, when intelligence had confirmed that Margaret Thatcher and her whole cabinet would be
staying in the hotel.
Taking us inside one of the 20th century’s most ambitious assassination
attempts, Lee’s novel moves between the luxurious hospitality of a British tourist
town and the troubled city of Belfast, Ireland, at the height of the armed struggle between the Irish Republican Army and those loyal to the UK government.
Jonathan Lee has been described as ‘a British writer on the cusp of greatness’ - in
supple prose that makes room for laughter as well as tears, his third novel,
Brighton Heights is a darkly intimate portrait of how the ordinary may unfold
into tragedy.
‘High Dive is both wistful and very funny. It is also genuinely lyrical. But more than
anything, what distinguishes it from so many other novels is its rare sincerity’
- Alexander Maksik

UK publication date: October 2015
UK
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The Mountain Can Wait
by Sarah Leipciger
Tragedy erupts in an instant. Lives are shattered irrevocably. A young man drives
off into the night, leaving a girl injured, perhaps fatally so.
From that cliffhanger opening, Sarah Leipciger takes readers back and forward
in time to tell the haunting story of one family's unraveling in rural logging
country where the land is still the economic backbone.
Marrying the propulsive story of a father and son who, in the wake of catastrophe, must confront their private demons to reach for redemption with an evocative meditation on our environmental legacy, The Mountain Can Wait introduces Leipciger as a talent to watch.
‘In this assured debut novel Leipciger beautifully captures the tender and mercurial
relationship between father and son, Tom and Curtis Berry. Leipciger writes with
great compassion and precision, her language is an exquisite mix of muscle and grace.
‘The Mountain Can Wait’ resonates with wonderful imagery which will stay with me
for a very long time.’ - Michèle Forbes
‘The Mountain Can Wait" is a taut, psychologically gripping novel populated by
original characters constantly at battle with nature, family, society, and themselves.
This is a book that kept me up at night. Leipciger has Margaret Atwood's rare flair
for crafting an intelligent and suspenseful novel.’ - Nickolas Butler
‘It’s clear and beautiful, like swimming in a mountain lake’ - Mark Haddon

UK publication date: May 2015
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The Last Summer of the Water Strider
by Tim Lott
One morning in London in the early 1970’s, suburban schoolboy Adam Templeton, 17, watches his mother choke to death in an accident that he feels he
could have prevented. His father, Ray, unable to cope, sends Adam to spend the
summer with his brother, the mysterious Doctor Henry Templeton - a guru,
eccentric and spiritual teacher who has moved from the USA to live on a houseboat in the West Country.
Berthed at the Ho Koji for six weeks, Adam is suspicious of his peculiar uncle
and remains frozen with grief. He sulks, sunbathes and lethargically studies
history for his ‘A’ level exam retake. Henry - charismatic, enigmatic and writing
a book ‘about everything’ introduces him to the ‘alternative’ community in
Somerset - most particularly a beautiful, ethereal, damaged American girl,
Strawberry, who lives in a shack near the mooring.
As the summer spools out Adam meets Ashley Toshack, whose father, the local
vicar, is fighting a battle to evict Henry from the ‘Ho Koji’. She is devout, but
seductive and in Henry’s view, dangerous.
The action takes place as the idealism of the 1960’s degrades into cynicism and
magical thinking. Adam seeks to come to terms with his guilt over his mother’s
death, while Henry chases a dream of life that is out of step with the times. As
Henry pursues his own personal vision unbendingly, he seals the shocking
destiny of Strawberry, Adam and ultimately, himself.

UK publication date: June 2015
UK

Simon & Schuster
(Suzanne Baboneau/Rowan Cope)

The Bone Hunters
by Robert Mrazek
The Bone Hunters picks up a year or two after Mrazek’s last novel, Valhalla,
ends, when the great archeologist and Harvard Professor Barnaby Finchem must
re-enlist his team for another adventure, this time to track down the long missing Peking Man.
Peking Man was the first living example of Homo Erectus (780,000 years old)
and disappeared as he was about to be loaded onto a cargo ship in China in late
1941 as the world was on the brink of the Second World War. No one has seen
this vital piece of history since, but Barnaby and co. are given a tip as to his
possible location. Increasing the stakes substantially, the Chinese government is
also on the hunt for Peking Man: a growing religious movement in China based
on a similar philosophy to that of Falun Gong is sweeping the country, and the
government fears if the fossil is found it will lend credibility to these believers.
They enlist a ruthless oligarch and his son (who hire a paramilitary team) to find
Peking, too.
As the two groups race to be first to Peking Man, the action will play out in a
series of adventures on land, in the air, and under the sea.

The Robbins Office, Inc.
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The Other Mrs Walker
by Mary Paulson-Ellis
Christmas 2010 and Edinburgh is gripped by the second worst winter on
record. People are dropping like flies and the mortuary is full. In a flat on the
outskirts of the city an unknown woman dies, unnoticed and alone. She leaves
behind a green dress bearing a last few remaining sequins, a brazil nut with the
Ten Commandments etched into its shell and a single orange.
The story follows Margaret Penny as she attempts to unravel the secrets of her
client (deceased). Margaret has a job finding families for dead people: the
disreputable, the neglected, the abandoned, the lost. Or at least those who have
died with no one else to take them on. Her instructions are to uncover paperwork, but all the woman has left behind are objects.
And the real story of the life of the deceased doesn’t lie in paperwork. It lies in
an orange that accompanies the birth of twins in 1929, a brazil nut that appears
in 1937 and disappears in 1953, a green dress that is the star of the show in
1960 and a photograph of a new baby called Margaret, born in 1962.
As Margaret attempts to discover the identity of the dead woman, every object
tells a rather different story that takes us back in time. These are stories Margaret's estranged mother, Barbara, has never wanted told and by the end of the
novel the reader will know the identity of the deceased, although Margaret will
never truly understand how closely the dead woman’s story is entwined with her
own.

UK publication date: April 2016
UK
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Stories From Other Places
by Nicholas Shakespeare
'One of the best English novelists of our time' - Allan Massie, Wall Street Journal
'A tremendous and captivating writer' - The Independent
'A world writer' - Sunday Herald
'Riveting...one of Britain's finest writers...I do not expect to read a more formidable
piece of short fiction this year.' - Sydney Morning Herald
Nicholas Shakespeare’s collected stories take us across oceans and continents into
the intimate lives of his characters and the dilemmas and temptations they face.
The opening novella, ‘Oddfellows’, tells the little-known history of horrifying
events that occurred on 1st January 1915 in the Australian outback town of
Broken Hill, where, on the citizens’ annual picnic outing, the only enemy attack
to occur on Australian soil during World War I, took them by surprise.
The other stories range through India, Africa, Argentina and Canada, and
include a magnificent tale of civic folly which sees an unreliable young councillor from the Bolivian mining town of Oruro lose himself in the seductions of
Paris while trying to commission a bronze statue of his local hero.
All of them showcase Shakespeare’s brilliant talent for insight and drama, and his
fascination with connection and disconnection and cultural misunderstanding.

UK publication date: September 2015
UK
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Scorper
by Rob Magnuson Smith
'Powerfully original, funny and strange and haunting' - Tessa Hadley
a tool used to scoop out broad areas when engraving wood
or metal.
Scorper: the novel an uncanny and sinister tale of an eccentric American
visitor to the small Sussex town of Ditchling.
Scorper: a noun

A tale of twitching curtains, severed hands and peculiar sexual practices.
A book about Eric Gill, sculptor, typeface designer, stonecutter and printmaker,
who was one of the most brilliant English artists of the twentieth century. His
despicable behaviour has left a surprising legacy in the village he made his home.
Rob Magnuson Smith is an Anglo-American. His debut novel, The Gravedigger
won the Faulkner Wisdom Award.
In Scorper he has written a strange and beautiful English comic masterpiece –
with added bird bones.
‘Scorper is a charming, funny, tender pleasure. A pleasing air of mania and madness.’
- Andrew Miller, Costa Award winning author of Pure
‘Scorper is most unusual, and most rewarding. Gradually it bleeds from the pastoral
through the surreal and into the horrific, like an Evelyn Waugh novel given the
Edgar Allen Poe treatment, the kind of story where you don't realize until the shears
have closed that you were caught between them’ - Kevin Brockmeier, author of
The Brief History of the Dead
UK publication date: February 2015
UK
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The Boy Between
by Susan Stairs
When Orla, a young barrister working in Dublin, discovers an old family photo
taken in 1983, she is intrigued to find out the identity of the teenage boy in it.
He stands between her parents, her beaming mother's arm tightly around him.
Yet when she brings it up with her father, he won't be drawn, and pleads with
her not to mention it to her mother.
And so begins a journey into the past, to the summer before she was born. But
why is it proving so difficult to discover his identity? And why, given her
mother's troubled history, is this the last photograph Orla knows of in which she
looks truly happy?
Told in the alternating perspectives of Orla and Tim - the boy between - as the
circle starts to close on a web of tragedy and deceit, lives all round will be
changed in ways that could never have been guessed at.
Tenderly told, The Boy Between is a compelling story of family secrets, focussed
on the dark happenings of a fateful summer, and the long buried-events of an
even more distant past.
Praise for The Story of Before
‘a bewitching read .. Beautifully observed .. I can’t recommend it highly enough’
- Kathleen McMahon

UK publication date: August 2015
UK

Hachette Ireland (Clara Considine)

The Shore
by Sara Taylor
Longlisted for the Baileys Women’s Prize for Fiction 2015
‘[A] remarkable debut .. Taylor is a terrific storyteller with a flawless narrative voice
.. A mesmerising, powerful read.’ - The Times
‘This debut is a testament to an exuberant talent and an original, fearless sensibility.
It’s also enormous fun to read.’ - Kate Clanchy, The Guardian
The Shore. A collection of small islands sticking out from the coast of Virginia
into the Atlantic Ocean that has been home to generations of fierce and resilient
women. Sanctuary to some but nightmare to others, it’s a place they’ve inhabited, fled, and returned to for hundreds of years. From a brave girl’s determination to protect her younger sister as methamphetamine ravages their family, to a
lesson in summoning storm clouds to help end a drought, these women struggle
against domestic violence, savage wilderness, and the corrosive effects of poverty
and addiction to secure a sense of well-being for themselves and for those they
love.
Their interconnecting stories form a deeply affecting legacy of two island families, illuminating the small miracles and miseries of a community of outsiders,
and the bonds of blood and fate that connect them all.
Dreamlike and yet impossibly real, profound and playful, The Shore is a richly
unique, breathtakingly ambitious and accomplished debut novel by a young
writer of astonishing gifts.
UK publication date: March 2015
UK
Canada
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Stealing People
by Robert Wilson
Six families. One demand. No negotiation.
The third novel in the Charles Boxer thriller series. London, January 2014. In
the space of 32 hours, six children are taken off the streets of the capital leaving
barely a trace. And these are not just any children: scions of the super-rich, sons
and daughters of the international elite.
Across town, a young woman walks into the offices of Charles Boxer’s LOST
Foundation. Boxer knows what it’s like to lose those you love and can’t refuse her
request to find her missing father.
The police have their best team on the kidnappings – including Boxer’s ex-wife
Mercy – but a case like this also means interest from the CIA, MI5 and the
parents’ own private negotiator. But who these kidnappers are, how they have
the skills and resources to steal some of the most fiercely guarded people in the
land, and what they want, is a mystery that threatens to come at a deadly price.
As events turn personal for Boxer and Mercy, they must walk the line between
professionalism and vengeance and probe the darkest secrets hidden by intelligence agencies to even get close to the truth. And when that truth is uncovered,
Boxer must look inside himself and ask what kind of man he really is. How far
will he go to rescue the missing – and will he be able to live with himself afterwards?

UK publication date: June 2015
UK
Portugal
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TV Rights

Option to Cowboy Films & Channel 4 for an 8-10 part thriller series

A Little Life
by Hanya Yanagihara
‘Yanagihara is superb at capturing the radiant moments of beauty, warmth and
kindness that help redeem the bad stuff.’ - John Powers, NPR
‘One of the pleasures of fiction is how suddenly a brilliant writer can alter the literary
landscape … Ms. Yanagihara’s … new book … announces her … as a major American novelist. Here is an epic study of trauma and friendship written with such
intelligence and depth of perception that it will be one of the benchmarks against
which all ohter novels that broach those subjects (and they are legion) will be measured.’ - Sam Sacks, The Wall Street Journal
‘You don’t just care deeply about all these lives. Thanks to the author’s exquisite skill,
you feel as if you are living them … A Little Life is about the unimaginable cruelty
of human beings, the savage things done to a child and his lifelong struggle to overcome the damage. Its pages are soaked with grief, but it’s also about the bottomless
human capacity for love and endurance … It’s not hyperbole to call this novel a
masterwork - if anything that word is simply just too little for it.’ - Caroline Leavitt, The San Francisco Chronicle
‘A Little Life signals the arrival of a major new voice in fiction … An American
epic.’ - Megan O’Grady, Vogue
‘An epic American tragedy.’ - Publisher’s Weekly
‘The phrase ‘tour de force’ could have been invented for this audacious novel.’
- Kirkus (starred review)
US publication date: March 2015
N. America

Doubleday (Gerry Howard)

UK
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The 51 Day War : Resistance and Ruin in Gaza
by Max Blumenthal
Bestselling author of Republican Gomorrah and Goliath Max Blumenthal
presents The 51 Day War, an in-depth account of Israel’s immoral assault on
Gaza. Here is the riveting, on-the-ground narrative of Operation Protective
Edge, which began July 8th, 2014, when Israel launched air strikes and a ground
invasion of Hamas-controlled Gaza, leaving over 2,000 people dead, the vast
majority of whom were Palestinians.
Here, for the first time, Blumenthal unearths and presents shocking evidence of
atrocities he gathered in the rubble of Gaza after much of the Western media
had packed up. He radically shifts the discussion around a number of controversial issues, like the use of civilians as human shields by Israeli forces; the arbitrary
targeting of Palestinian civilians; and widespread incitement to genocide by
Israeli military personnel, political leaders, and state-sponsored clerics.
The horrors the world witnessed in Gaza, Blumenthal argues, did not occur in a
vacuum. They are reflections of the political trajectory of the state of Israeli
society today. Here, Blumenthal demonstrates that while residents of Gaza are
indeed victims who suffer immensely, they also engaged in dramatic acts of
resistance. The 51 Day War exemplifies the fearless reporting and unflinching
style that Blumenthal has become known for.
“Hunter S. Thompson and Gonzo journalism have no more exemplary successor than
Max Blumenthal, who audaciously takes in-your-face, on-the-ground journalism
into the realm of geopolitics.” - Juan Cole
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Generation Z
by Chloe Combi
Generation Z have never had to save their pocket money to buy an album. They
laugh when you tell them there used to be four channels on TV. Not many of
them have grandparents that fought in a war. They've never known a world
without the internet and have grown up with violence and porn at their fingertips with an object barely known to just one generation before them: a mobile
phone.
Generation Z are growing up in a world of widening social inequality, political
apathy and economic uncertainty. They join gangs, are obese, have underage sex,
drink, commit crime and are a menace to society - or so the media leads us to
believe.
Chloe Combi has interviewed hundreds of teenagers and children born between
1994 and 2005. She has talked to some of the richest and poorest in kids in the
country. She has travelled on night buses with gangs, gone on a post-GCSE trip
to Glastonbury, hung out in crack houses where teenagers get high, rehabilation
centres where they get help and churches where they find God.
Chloe has found that Generation Z are selfish, violent, scared, sex-obsessed and
apathetic. She has also found them delightful, curious, kind, and worried about
their futures.
Generation Z is an emotional, illuminating, sometimes dark, sometimes hilarious
odyssey through the lives of this generation told in their own voices.
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A Woman on the Edge of Time
A Son’s Search for his Mother

by Jeremy Gavron
‘Gavron has written a book as brave and honest as it is heart-stopping and gripping.
With the meticulousness of a detective and the heart and soul of an abandoned son,
he sets out to examine a family tragedy so raw and agonising that it is rarely talked,
let alone written, about.’ - Julie Myerson
‘Jeremy Gavron … brings to this, the story of his mother's suicide when he was four
years old, a particular burning, restless intelligence. The result is a memoir of devastating, heartbreaking power: I had to put my life on hold to finish it.’ - Maggie
O’Farrell
‘Jeremy Gavron's impressive, tough yet affecting investigation into his mother's suicide
at the age of twenty-nine in 1965 is … both his story - the story of the aftermath of a
suicide - and his mother's story. Growing up knowing little about her, with no
memories of her himself he has pieced together her life with meticulous attention …
and coming, at the end, to a heartbreaking understanding of her death.This is such a
fine and beautiful book.’ - Carmen Callil
‘I'm quite overwhelmed by the artistry of this memoir/detective story/sociological
study … it's not only about his mother, and what drove her to kill herself at twentynine. It is about so much more. About women - vibrant, ambitious, intelligent
women, who came of age in the 50's in that precarious post-war decade before
feminism took hold. It is a beautifully written and remarkably honest book that
many women will identify with … I found it deeply moving, insightful, and gripping.” - Esther Freud
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The Brain Electric

The Dramatic High-Tech Race to Merge Minds and Machines

by Malcolm Gay
The integration of technology with our bodies is in some ways an old story:
ailing hearts beat with pacemakers; deaf ears listen with hearing aids; contact
lenses help us see. But what happens when the connection becomes more literal?
Award winning journalist Malcolm Gay gives us a front row seat in today’s top
Brain Computer Interface technology labs. Gay reveals the rivalries – and
tremendous financial and intellectual stakes – behind the development of BCI.
Among them: Dr. Eric Leuthardt, an American brain surgeon who holds an
extraordinary number of patents and courts venture capitalists to fund his work;
Andrew Schwartz, a researcher at the helm of a vast Department of Defense
program to develop BCI-enabled prosthetic limbs; Miguel Nicolelis, a Brazilian
researcher who has used the technology to “merge” the minds of animals and
endow others with a “sixth sense.”
In a radical technological leap, BCI already allows us to control prosthetics with
our brains and reduce the tremors associated with Parkinson’s disease. Meanwhile, researchers are working on “thought helmets” to transmit thoughts without speaking (a huge benefit to those suffering from ALS) and memory prosthetics for those with Alzheimer’s disease. These doctors and scientists work to create
something for the common good in a new sort of Wild West in which the fight
for funding and patents is as fierce as the search for break-through technologies.
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Inside New Order : Power, Corruption and Lies
by Peter Hook
‘New band, new sound, new look. New fucking problems…’ Peter Hook
Continuing as Joy Division was never an option for Peter Hook, Stephen
Morris, and Bernard Sumner. Recruiting Gillian Gilbert on guitar they
relaunched as New Order in 1980 and went on to achieve the holy grail of
combining both critical and commercial success. As early adopters of dance and
rave culture, not to mention their ownership of Manchester’s legendary
Haçienda nightclub, they gained a status as godfathers of the Madchester scene.
Meanwhile, in Blue Monday they produced the biggest-selling 12-inch and one
of the most recognisable riffs of all time; their singles collection, Substance, sold
ten million copies. During the period from their inception up to and including
their 1990 World Cup song World in Motion, New Order were the most important and influential band of their generation. And, their success was truly international.
Hooky tells the complete, unvarnished story of New Order’s founding and
evolution, in his wickedly vivid and witty style: the music, the drugs, booze, sex
and fallouts. Complete with timelines, discographies, gigographies, track-bytrack analysis, exclusive photographs and archival images from Hook’s personal
collection, it is the definitive, comprehensive history of New Order and a compelling snapshot of the ’80s cultural scene in all its neon-hued glory.
Legendary bassist, Peter Hook, is the author of the New York Times bestseller
Unknown Pleasures and the UK bestseller The Hacienda: How Not to Run a Club.
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My Life and the Beautiful Music
by Jon Hotten
Los Angeles, 1988. In a summer of hedonism, everyone wants their share.
On Sunset Strip, undiscovered bands live in chaos and dream of emulating their
heroes: Motley Crue, Van Halen, Poison and all the other chancers who got
lucky… Above them in the canyons, the city’s privileged youth live another life.
Drifting between these distant worlds is a journalist on the trail of stories – of a
rock-star wannabe who may or may not be who he says he is, a guitar player
who will do anything to succeed, and the famous, nearly famous and not-sofamous proving nothing exceeds like excess.
Then comes beautiful Iris, distant Brenna, ambivalent Blair, Lana the singer,
taking their chances, losing their way, doing whatever it takes.
Set in the glory days when the music business was a vast and amoral empire
where stardom seemed arbitrary and sex, drugs and rock ‘n’ roll were the lifestyle
of choice, My Life and the Beautiful Music is a novelised account of John
Hotten’s years working for Kerrang! Magazine and blurs memoir, myth and
reality to recreate the last, lost era of a now-vanished world.
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Capture

How Our Minds Sabotage Our Better Intentions

by David Kessler
In Capture, an expert in the science and psychology of addictions debuts his
encompassing theory of obsessive behaviors, and explores how the impulse to
self-harm can actually hijack the logical mind. What he’s discovered is the
common underpinning of human suffering, derived from a number of mental
afflictions. Dr. Kessler calls this mechanism “capture.”
Capture represents a tipping point: the moment when the rational mind loses
control. Far from an unusual state, it’s something that we all succumb to from
time to time. It’s the feeling that keeps us up at night as we fixate on the details
of a past relationship or obsess over the itinerary for an important meeting the
next day. And this aspect of capture – its universality – is what interests Dr.
Kessler the most. Once he identified it, he saw it everywhere. In his view,
capture permeates the entire history of human artistic expression.
The book traces how capture manifests in fiction, philosophy and religion.
Kessler also draws upon the latest thinking in psychology, medicine, and neuroscience, and describes the intimate experiences of extremely intelligent, accomplished people who are—or at some point were—stuck in capture’s throes.
Capture is a fascinating anthology of Western thought, as well as an exploration
of the most enduring human mystery of all: the mind.
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Post-Capitalism : A Guide to Our Future
by Paul Mason
We know that our world is in the process of seismic change – but how can we
emerge from the crisis a fairer, more equal society?
Time and again, for hundreds of years, capitalism has proved its resilience,
weathering major and social crises only to emerge transformed and reinvigorated. But, says Paul Mason, we are living in a moment of change so profound –
a moment in which ways of earning money, the basic technologies of daily life,
forms of property ownership are being transformed – that the nature of capitalism itself is about to transform into something wholly new.
In this groundbreaking book, Paul Mason takes us on a panoramic tour of
capitalism itself. He explores how past societies, when confronted with periods
of crisis, have collapsed or changed, and provides a powerful critique of why our
present system of financial capitalism has failed us. Most of all, he shows how,
from the ashes of the crisis, we have the chance to create a more socially just and
sustainable economy. While the dangers ahead are profound, he argues, there is
cause for hope. This is the first time in human history, says Mason, in which,
equipped with an understanding of what is happening around us, we can predict
and shape, rather than simply react to, seismic change.
Paul Mason is the award-winning former economical editor of BBC2’s Newsnight and now economics editor for Channel 4 News. His books include Meltdown: The End of the Age of Greed and Why It’s Kicking Off Everywhere: the
New Global Revolutions and he writes for, among others, the Guardian and the
New Statesman.
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Fatal Discord

Erasmus, Luther and the Rupture of Europe

by Michael Massing
Award-winning journalist Michael Massing reawakens the sixteenth-century
rivalry between Erasmus and Martin Luther, showing how the period in which
they lived gave birth to modern Europe, and still is rich in lessons for today.
Revealing the roots of Erasmus’ humanism and Luther’s evangelicalism, Massing
will delineate each thinker’s milieu as both men struggled to redefine what it
meant to practice faith at a time when corruption plagued the venerable Christian institutions entrusted with saving the souls of Europe’s masses.
In the end both men faced exile by the faith they devoted their lives to purifying; the Church would ban Erasmus’ life’s work and Luther found himself
thought of as nothing more than an outlaw, excommunicated from the Church.
In Fatal Discord, Massing explores the origins of their ideas and shows how their
values still resonate today. He demonstrates that the period had a singular
impact of shaping world events in a time when the most powerful figures were
not princes and generals, but scholars and monks, producing books and tracts
that offered new ways of seeing and organising the world.
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The League of Nations and the Crisis of Empire

by Susan Pedersen
At the end of the First World War, the Paris Peace Conference saw a battle over
the future of empire. The victorious allied powers wanted to annex the Ottoman territories and German colonies they had occupied; Woodrow Wilson and
a groundswell of anti-imperialist activism stood in their way. France, Belgium,
Japan and the British dominions reluctantly agreed to an Anglo-American
proposal to hold and administer those allied conquests under “mandate” from
the new League of Nations. In the end, fourteen mandated territories were set
up across the Middle East, Africa and the Pacific. Against all odds, these disparate and far-flung territories became the site and the vehicle of global transformation.
Tracing the system from its creation in 1920 until its demise in 1939, Pedersen
examines its workings from the realm of international diplomacy; the viewpoints
of the League’s experts and officials; and the arena of local struggles within the
territories themselves. As Pedersen shows, although the architects and officials of
the mandates system always sought to uphold imperial authority, colonial
nationalists, German revisionists, African-American intellectuals and others were
able to use the platform Geneva offered to challenge their claims.
A riveting work of global history unparalleled in scope or authority, In this
masterful history of the mandates system, Susan Pedersen illuminates the role
the League of Nations played in creating the modern world.
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The Most Good You Can Do

How Effective Altruism is Changing Ideas About Living Ethically

by Peter Singer
The Most Good You Can Do brings high-minded philosophy down to earth and
provides a clear-cut way to determine which charities to donate to, which career
path to choose, and the painless ways to live the most philanthropic life possible.
Obeying the usual rules about not stealing, cheating, hurting and killing is not
enough, or at least not enough for those of us who have the great good fortune
to live in material comfort with money and time to spare. Living a minimally
acceptable ethical life involves using some significant part of our extra resources
to make the world a better place, Peter Singer argues, and in his new book he
teaches us how to do it.
The Most Good You Can Do is an inspiring, optimistic book, which refutes the
popular idea that our moral obligations are limited to helping just our kin, tribal
groups, or small-scale societies. Rather, effective altruism extends well beyond
these mutually beneficial relationships. This is the rare kind of book that teaches
us to be better human beings.
Peter Singer who the New Yorker calls the world's "most influential living
philosopher," is professor of bioethics at Princeton University. Author,
co-author, or editor of forty books on a range of topics, he is best known for
Animal Liberation, widely considered to be the founding statement of the animal
rights movement.
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The Unravelling

High Hopes and Missed Opportunities in Iraq

by Emma Sky
When Emma Sky volunteered to help rebuild Iraq after the overthrow of
Saddam Hussein in 2003, she had little idea what she was letting herself in for.
It was only supposed to last three months. She went on to serve in Iraq longer
than any other senior military or diplomatic figure, giving her an unrivalled
perspective of the entire conflict.
As the representative of the Coalition Provisional Authority in Kirkuk in 2003
and then the political advisor to U.S. General Odierno from 2007-2010, Sky
was valued for her knowledge of the region and her outspoken voice. Sky has
been a tireless witness to American efforts to transform a country traumatized by
decades of war, sanctions and brutal dictatorship; to insurgencies and civil war;
to the planning and implementation of the surge and the subsequent drawdown
of U.S. troops; to corrupt political elites who use sectarianism to mobilize
support; and to the takeover of a third of the country by the Islamic State.
With sharp detail, and tremendous empathy, Sky provides unique insights as
much into the US military as the complexities, diversity and evolution of Iraqi
society.
The Unraveling is an intimate insider's portrait of how and why the Iraq adventure failed. It contains a unique analysis of the course of the war. Highlighting
how nothing that happened in Iraq after 2003 was inevitable, Sky exposes the
failures of the political policies, and the lessons that must be learned about the
limitations of power.
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The German War : 1939-45
by Nicholas Stargardt
The Second World War was a German war like no other. The Nazi regime,
having started the conflict, turned it into the most horrific war in European
history, resorting to genocidal methods well before building the first gas chambers. Over its course, the Third Reich expended and exhausted all its moral and
physical reserves, leading to total defeat in 1945. Yet seventy years on —
despite whole libraries of books about the war’s origins, course and atrocities —
we still do not know what Germans thought they were fighting for and how
they experienced and sustained the war until the bitter end.
When war broke out in September 1939, it was deeply unpopular in Germany.
Yet without the active participation and commitment of the German people, it
could not have continued for almost six years. What, then, was the war Germans
thought they were fighting? How did the changing course of the conflict — the
victories of the Blitzkrieg, the first defeats in the east, the bombing of Germany’s
cities — change their views and expectations? And when did Germans first
realise that they were fighting a genocidal war?
Drawing on a wealth of first-hand testimony, The German War is the first foray
for many decades into how the German people experienced the Second World
War. Told from the perspective of those who lived through it — soldiers,
schoolteachers and housewives; Nazis, Christians and Jews — its masterful
historical narrative sheds fresh and disturbing light on the beliefs, hopes and
fears of a people who embarked on, continued and fought to the end a brutal
war of conquest and genocide.
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Gorbachev : The Man and His Era
by William Taubman
In a little over six years, Mikhail Gorbachev dismantled the Communist system
in the USSR— almost singlehandedly changing his country and the world.
When Mikhail Gorbachev became its leader in March 1985, the USSR, while
plagued by internal and external troubles, was still one of the world’s two superpowers. By 1991 the Communist system was in decline, the cold war was over,
and on December 25, 1991, the Soviet Union itself ceased to exist. In the West,
Gorbachev is regarded as a hero. In Russia, he is widely hated by those who
blame him for the collapse of the USSR. Admirers marvel at his vision and
courage. Detractors, including many of his former Kremlin comrades, have
accused him of everything from naivete to treason.
Pulitzer Prize winning Taubman’s approach places Gorbachev at the intersection
of history and personality, showing how his character took shape and how it
both reflected and altered his era. How did Gorbachev become the man who
dismantled the Soviet system? Why did that system so readily submit to dismantling? Gorbachev enacted great changes, only to be mostly done in by forces no
one could have controlled. Taubman examines Gorbachev’s circumstances and
addresses larger, enduring questions: How much power do even the most powerful leaders really have?
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Alexander McQueen : Blood Beneath the Skin
by Andrew Wilson
The definitive biography of Alexander McQueen which reveals the source of his
genius and the links between his dark work and even darker life.
When Alexander McQueen committed suicide in February 2010, aged just 40, a
shocked world mourned the loss of its most visionary fashion designer. McQueen had risen from humble beginnings as the youngest child of an East
London taxi driver to scale the heights of fame, fortune and glamour. He
designed clothes for the world's most beautiful women while the business he
created became a multi-million pound luxury brand that became a favourite
with both celebrities and royalty.
But behind the confident facade and bad-boy image, lay a sensitive soul who
struggled to survive in the ruthless world of fashion. As the pressures of work
intensified, so McQueen became increasingly dependent on the drugs that
contributed to his tragic end. Meanwhile, in his private life, his failure to find
lasting love with a string of boyfriends only added to his despair. And then there
were the dark secrets that haunted his sleep…
A modern-day fairy tale infused with the darkness of a Greek tragedy, this book
tells the story of McQueen's rise from his hard East London upbringing to the
hedonistic world of fashion. Those closest to the designer - his family, friends
and lovers - have spoken for the first time about the man they knew, a fragmented and insecure individual, a lost boy who battled to gain entry into a
world that ultimately destroyed him.
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The Mother-in-Law Cure
by Katherine Wilson
Arriving in Naples as a naive young intern at the American Consulate, Katherine
is set up on a blind date—at least that's what she's expecting. Instead, Salvatore
brings her home to eat pizza with his family. But this is no ordinary pizza, and
the woman who makes it is no ordinary woman.
Katherine and Salve do end up dating—and marrying—but it's Salvatore's
mother who truly initiates Katherine into Italian society, offering her a culinary
and cultural education that marks the beginning of her womanhood.
Along the way, Katherine dabbles in dubbing porn, learns to cook an octopus,
and fends off frisky Italian suitors. Most importantly, she acquires carnale, the
quintessentially Neapolitan sense of living with comfort and confidence in one's
body. The Mother-in-Law Cure recalls the rich and wry culinary writing of Laurie
Colwin’s Home Cooking and the charmingly eccentric family portraits of Jenny
Lawson's Let's Pretend This Never Happened.
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